Saratoga series is a high quality platform that can meet any design requirement. It is a Platform that provides a complete library offering that is able to
morph from contemporary to traditional in appearance.

Management
Committed To Continued Improvement. In today’s world economies, we understand the importance of creating a culture of change to embrace and implement Lean.
Committed to the Environment. The Northeast forest is the largest intact
forest ecosystem east of the Mississippi that spans 30 million acres across Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont and New York. Its ecological significance is well-known
with vast areas of wild forest, critical habitat and the headwaters of major rivers.
But it is more than an ecological resource. It is also home to 2 million people whose
cultures, livelihoods, families, aspirations and dreams are tied to the forest. Hale Mfg.
Co. and our employees are proud to call this home. It is our intent to conduct
all aspects of business, from the purchasing department to the finishing and
packaging departments, in an environmentally responsible way to protect our
planet for future generations.

It is very important for man to preserve and maintain the valuable
knowledge and information contained in books and documents
because we want to preserve our knowledge and wisdom for the
coming generations.

Our approach is to offer these
series as building blocks, or
foundations, to give you the
ability to create furniture using these designs, or blend in
your own style and features to

meet your unique requirements.
Our customer service team is
ready to help in designing a
library to fit your environment,
style, and your budget.

Product & Options
The defined clean lines and
natural beauty of wood make
the Saratoga Series a versatile
solution to your library needs.
The elegant bullnose detail
and flush panel design make
this series an essential addition to your new or current
library.
This series will meet premier
specifications and can be
supplied in genuine walnut or
cherry in addition to our standard oak or maple offering.
Panels feature a unique
internal hardwood edge
band. Solid lumber core is
used where strength and
stability is needed. All panels
and shelves are nominally
7/8” thick. Only select grade
genuine hardwood veneers
are used. Hardwood lumber
of the same specie is used in
components where durability
is paramount.

At Hale, you’ll find that we produce and finish things differently.
Our true wood joinery is made to withstand years of service.
There are no open joints, incorrect machining, added labor
expenses of assembly, or damages caused by assembly crews.
We have the ability to reconfigure layouts on the spot, and
add pieces to your environment at any time.

We at Hale realize the customer experience starts with the first phone call and does not end
until delivery has been made and the product is installed, meeting the highest expectations.

TOLL FREE: 1.800.USE.HALE
PHONE: 315.894.5490
FAX: 315.894.5046

VISIT US ONLINE:
HALESINCE1907.COM

